Italy

Tapestries, Truffles, Silk, Olives and Alpacas

Savoring “la Dolce Vita” in Tuscany, Umbria and Lake Como
Hat y

April 28 - May 14, 2022

Optional Pre-Trip Extension to Rome April 25-28

“Uncommon Textile Journeys that Change Lives”

Our Amazing and Historic Accommodations
A 12th Century Castle,
a Lakeside 1823 Villa,

a 14th Century

B&B with
original
frescoes and
beams,
a 18th Century Villa
in the Vineyards

and a

19th Century Estate and Vineyard

Thursday, April 28

Arrive Rome – 10AM Departure to Umbria

(You must be in Rome on the AM of this day. Your flight schedule might require the night of April 27th in Rome)

Today is the official beginning of the tour. We will meet up as a group at the Rome Airport and begin our adventure.
**Please see end of this itinerary for specifics and for a description of a pre-trip extension in Rome. We depart the
bustle of the airport bound for the timeless and dramatic beauty of Umbria, known as Italy’s “unsung jewel and “Green
Heart.” It is a mosaic of castle-topped hill towns, wildflowers, wheat fields, olive groves and vineyards all with the
backdrop of the snow-covered Apenines in the distance. Because it is Italy’s only region that does not have the sea or
another country as a border, Umbria has retained many old-world traditions. Our destination is Montefalco, known as
“the Balcony of Umbria.” Its lofty position with incredible views over the fertile land below, makes the village a true
gem in this region. The 12th century town is entered through five gates.
Our accommodations for the next two nights are at Villa Zuccari, a large country house whose oldest wing dates back to
the 1800’s. The villa is surrounded by centuries-old trees and lush grounds extending over 40,000 square meters.
Cypress-lined paths, a forest and rare species of flora make this a paradise. We enjoy dinner as a group tonight in the
Villa’s dining room. Overnight at Villa Zuccari. (D)

Friday, April 29

Black Truffle Hunting in the Wild Forest
Today we have a real treat with a
unique day in the heart of Umbria
immersed in its black truffle
culture! Our adventure starts in
the mountain village of Pettino.
We will be the guests of a local
family on their farm where they
have been hunting truffles for
generations.
With expert truffle hunters, we
comb the truffle-rich forests and
pastures following his highly trained dogs. When we have enough truffles for
lunch, we’ll stop with a panoramic view and have our first taste of a freshly dug
truffle and Prosecco. Often, the farm’s shepherd and flock of sheep join in for
company and a drink.

When we return to the village, we
discover some of the secrets of
the family’s culinary tradition. In
their pasta room, we can learn to
make the traditional fresh pasta of
the village. All the while, we enjoy
an assortment of home-made
specialties
such
as
truffle
bruschetta and their own
pecorino cheese – all served with
local wine, of course. Finally, we’ll
sit down to a delicious traditional Umbrian mountain lunch. Some of their family and friends from the village join us for
this totally authentic meal. In the late afternoon, we return to our palazzo. Overnight at Villa Zuccari. (B,L)

Saturday, April 30
Ceramics of Deruta and the Linen and Wines of Montefalco

Today we travel north to Deruta, one of the most famous centers for distinctive and iconic ceramics in Italy. Deruta is
considered one of the most beautiful villages in the country. There are several different styles of this pottery whose
production began between 1440 and early 16th century. The best examples of these ceramics are still produced in
Deruta. There are many shops where the production is carried out as a cottage industry. Unbaked clay plates, bowls
and other objects are baked in ovens, then hand-painted and brought back to the ovens for glazing in the original
tradition of yore. You can enjoy lunch on your own in this interesting village before we continue north.
Before we depart Montefalco, we’ll delve into the strong tradition of woven linen here
dating back at least eight centuries. In the 19th century, a French weaver invented a very
special loom that allowed the weaver to create traditional and complex patterns. The
weaving of linen is still a vibrant part of Italian weaving thanks to the Pardi family and
thriving with two outlets in town which we will visit. The weaving mill was established by
three brothers and is now run by 2nd and 3rd generation family members.

Montefalco is also well known for its sagrantino wines
which date back to the 16th century when it was served
as a communion wine. Today it is considered one of
Italy’s great wines comparable to Barolo or Brunello at
half the price. Fortunately, we will have a chance to
taste this not-so-well known wine indigenous to the
region while we are here.

Castello Monterone

Our destination this evening is Castello Monterone, a
fairytale 13th century castle just outside Perugia
restored as a luxury boutique hotel. It has a rich history
interwoven with the Knight’s Templar as it was
believed to be a guard tower for the Bevignate Templar
church. The castle boasts 13th century frescoes,
medieval cloisters, Roman columns and Etruscan
artifacts. Each room is unique and enchanting. We will
stay here for two nights. Tonight, we dine as a group in the castle’s restaurant. Overnight at Castello Monterone. (B,D)

Sunday, May 1

Hand-Weaving History in Perugia

and

Ancient Assisi

This morning we will head to Perugia, the capital of Umbria. This charming city is well known
for its ancient textiles. Here we will have a special visit to the Giudittta Brozzetti Weaving and
Workshop (Il Museo-Laboratorio Giuditta Brozzetti), one of the last remaining hand-weaving
workshops in Italy. This hidden jewel is housed in a 13th century church where St. Francis and
his disciples once lived and prayed. Founded in 1921 by Giuditta Brozzetti, one of the most
important female entrepreneurs in Italy, the museum is dedicated to the history and
preservation of traditional Umbrian hand weaving techniques. Brozzetti’s innovative goal was
to create a place where the local women could exhibit their weaving skills with the creation
and sale of their own designs. She invited these women to gather in a workshop-like setting
rather than producing their textiles at home on manual looms. Here they could use new
technology to improve their craft. By using the original antique wooden jacquard looms and
employing the same traditional techniques from a century ago, Brozzetti honored the ancient
ways and kept the patterns alive.
The museum pays homage to an ancient craft that has been sustained over the centuries by
generations of talented, independent entrepreneurial women. We’ll meet Marta Cucchia, a
fourth-generation master weaver and the proprietor of Il Museo-Laboratorio Giuditta
Brozzetti. These weaving traditions have been handed down through four female generations.
The patterns they produce are taken from motifs from Etruscan pottery, paintings and ancient
tombs and are reminiscent of medieval and Renaissance textile traditions, especially of the
Umbria region.

From here we head to the postcard-perfect town of Assisi. Although it has become a bit touristy and highly visited, no
trip to Italy would be complete without seeing the site that has drawn pilgrims since the 13 th century. Named after Saint
Francis of Assisi, one of the two patron saints of Italy, the entire town is designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site
due to the significance of its art and historically significant buildings. It is one of the best-preserved medieval towns in
all the world. We’ll enjoy a guided tour of the main sites and then have time wander on your own. We return to our
castle in the hills in the late afternoon. Dinner is on your own tonight. Overnight at Castello Monterone. (B)

Monday, May 2

A Lake, Lace and Alpacas / To Tuscany

This morning, we travel to Maridiana Alpaca Farm, the first farm in Italy to breed a large number of alpaca and 60
angora goats for fiber production. Sadly, many in their herd that roamed the rolling hills of the 100-acre Umbrian farm
were decimated by wolves last year, but they still have 12 alpaca at the farm. Gianni Berna and Maridiana have more
than 15 years of experience managing alpaca. Their pilot program on fiber production has been designated as a
“demonstration breeding farm” with the goal of extending the concept to rural areas that can benefit from raising
alpaca. Gianni will give us a tour of the property with a focus on their fiber production.

We carry on in Umbria to Lago Trasimeno to board a ferry boat and travel across the lake to visit Isola Maggiore and its
Museum of Tulle di Panicale (Museum of Lace). The remote island, with a population of only 16 residents, is called the
“Secret Irish Island in the Heart of Italy.” Here Irish lace making is a proud tradition
where the women sit on the main street making lace. The little museum features
incredible examples of lacework and crochet made on the island and explains how
the role of lace improved the island’s economy. We can walk to the Church of St.
Michael whose original building dates to the 12th century. There are many frescoes
adorning the wall that date from the later 15th century. The walk provides
magnificent views of the lake and surrounding countryside. A delicious lakeside lunch
awaits us (cost not included) before we head back to the mainland and carry on with
our adventure.

From the lake, we continue to travel north and west into the vine-laced hills of rural Tuscany. This is a landscape of
rolling green hills, perfectly planted avenues of cypress trees, sun-kissed vineyards and medieval and Renaissance hill
towns. We’ll meander through this magical realm making a few interesting stops along the way including a fabulous
lunch overlooking the vineyards. Our destination and accommodations for the next five nights are Terre di Nano, a 19 th
century country estate nestled between the historic hill towns of Montepulciano and Montalcino on over 50 hectares of
land. Located in the Val d'Orcia area, we are surrounded by Terre di Nano’s vineyards and olive groves, from which they
make their own wine and oil, all the while enjoying panoramic vistas of seemingly endless open space dotted with
nearby hill towns of Montepulciano, Pienza and the village of Monticchiello perfectly perched in the distance. The
atmosphere at Terre de Nano is casual, warm and friendly with a rare rustic beauty of its own. Our lodgings are an
authentic mixture of rooms and apartments in the Villa and independent houses, all featuring raised wood beam or
arched ceilings, antique terracotta flooring, rustic refined furnishings, and spectacular views over the valleys. The
residence includes a swimming pool overlooking the countryside and Mount Amiata. The village of Monticchiello di
Pienza is a 10-minute drive away. At Terre di Nano, we can truly slow down, unwind and experience the infamous dolce
vita of Tuscany with delicious food, spectacular scenery and warm hosts. Tonight, we will enjoy a group dinner prepared
by Chef Giorgio in the Villa’s quaint dining room. Overnight at Terre di Nano. (B,D)

Tuesday - Saturday, May 3 - 7
Plein Air Tapestry Weaving Workshop
and Hill Town Visits, Wine
and Olive Oil Tasting & More...
We will spend these days weaving a tapestry of the
beautiful scenery and colors of Bella Toscana!
Dazzled by the mosaic of our magnificent
surroundings, we’ll each create a small tapestry
woven on frame looms under the mentorship of
one of our favorite weavers in all the world, Louise
Martin.
We’ll also spend two days, as a group, to visit the
nearby UNESCO medieval hill towns of
Montepulciano,
Montalcino & Pienza
with optional olive oil
and wine tastings and
delicious cuisine and
history. All the while
we savor the
incredible valley
views of the Val di Chiana and Val d’Orcia, showcasing
arguably the absolute best of Tuscan scenery.
For the non-weavers in the group, you may wish to take
a day trip to Sienna, take a cooking class at Terre di Nano
or one of the nearby towns, visit historic Montalcino to
taste it’s amazing Brunello wines, or just relax and soak in the natural beauty and peace of our haven. (Cost of extra
activities not included.) Overnight at Terre di Nano. (B daily, some lunches and 2 dinners).

Sunday, May 8

To Florence Via Chianti

We travel today north through the landscape of Chianti meandering through a
landscape of rolling green hills, perfectly planted avenues of cypress trees, sun-kissed
vineyards and medieval and Renaissance hill towns. We’ll tarry through this magical
realm making a few interesting stops along the way including a fabulous lunch
overlooking the vineyards before arriving in Florence and some wine tasting.
Firenze… where does one begin? It is certainly one of the must-see places in the
world. No one describes it quite as well as the Lonely Planet: “Towers and palaces
evoke a thousand tales of its medieval past; designer boutiques and artisan workshops
pearl its streets; and the local drinking and dining scene is second to none. Cradle of
the Renaissance and home of Machiavelli, Michelangelo and the Medici, Florence is
magnetic, romantic and brilliantly absorbing.” Textile lovers flock to Florence to see
the weaving, embroidery, silk, trims and tassels that played a large part of the city’s
economic and cultural history.
We will spend three nights here immersed in the
city’s historic charm at a charming 14th century B&B.
In Piazza della Signoria is named by Fodor’s Travel as
one of their “Top Picks” for accommodations.
Situated in a stellar location, our hotel overlooks the
scenic and historic square, Piazza della Signoria,
which has remained the main civic center of Florence
since time immemorial. This area of Florence is a
warren of narrow, atmospheric lanes and Piazza della
Signoria, considered the most striking square in
Florence, is home to the infamous Neptune Fountain
and 14th century Loggia dei Lanzi with its many
famous statues. It was also here where the original
Bonfire of the Vanities took place in 1497. Rick
Steves describes our accommodations here as
“peaceful, refined and homey.” The boutique hotel is a charming place for those who love Florentine art, elegance and
lifestyle. This charming, historical building, located at northeast corner of Piazza della Signoria, was built at the end of
the 14th century. When the owners began the restoration work, they discovered frescoes from the 15th and 18th
centuries that make one feel as if they are in a museum. The rooms are in Renaissance style, each one different,
decorated with antique furniture. Spacious and bright, the rooms have the name of illustrious Florentine personalities
and bear the traces of them. We will have the entire ancient place to ourselves. Tonight, you have the option of dining
at the hotel with a meal prepared especially for our group by the chef (cost not included). Overnight at Boutique Hotel
in Piazza della Signoria. (B)

Monday, May 9
Exploring Florence
Home of the Medici and the Birthplace of the Modern World

Today we will enjoy a half day tour of Florence and its many wonders.
UNESCO describes Florence as having “the highest concentration of
universally renowned works of art in the world.” We continue our
exploration of the importance of silk in Italy’s textile history. The art of silk
weaving flourished in Florence in the 14th century and reached its peak
production during the heir of the Medici. It is said that the “streets were
draped in precious tapestries.” The afternoon is at your leisure to explore
on your own the many museums filled with world-class art and history. You
wish to visit on your own an ancient silk mill that still uses its original looms
from the 18th century. The Antico Setificio Fiorentino, was founded in 1786
by some of the noble families of Florence and with susequent support
provided by the grand duke Pietro Leopoldo di Lorenca who donated two
looms. The patterns woven here date back to the Renaissance. Of particular
interest is its famous warping machine based on a design by Leonardo da
Vinci. Overnight at hotel in Florence. (B)

Tuesday, May 10

Firenze and Textiles

We enjoy another guided half day tour of Florence again this morning as there is
simply so much to see and learn. In the afternoon, we’ll travel outside of the city to
visit the Museo Del Tessuto (Textile Museum) in nearby Prato. A cultural institution
housed in an archeological monument to the textile industry, the museum was
founded to promote the study, enhancement and promotion of ancient and
contemporary textiles. Its rich history dates back to the Middle Ages with records
prior to 1326 indicating the existence of a fulling mill on the site. Its modern
history begins in 1863 when it became the home to the Hydraulic Mill Company
dedicated to fabric cropping and shearing. Later it evolved into a comprehensive
textile finishing facility. Today the history of weaving is showcased with an
impressive collection of 6,000
textiles from Italy, Europe and all
the world dating from the early
Christian era to the present. The
museum’s collection of Italian Renaissance textiles is considered one
of the most important in the world. Overnight in Florence. (B)

Wednesday, May 11

To Varenna and Bellagio, Lake Como

Today we enjoy a classic train ride from Florence to Varenna departing mid-morning. You might want to pick up a bottle
of wine and some goodies to enjoy on the journey. We’ll change trains in Milan and carry on to Lake Como. Upon
arrival, we will be met at the train station and transferred to beautiful Bellagio. The rest of the afternoon and evening
are at your leisure to explore.
Lake Como and its winding shoreline set amidst the spectacular peaks of the Rhaetian Alps. Considered the most
breathtaking of the region’s three lakes, exquisite villas, sumptuous gardens and historic villages dot its shores. Lake
Como has enchanted artists and travelers for centuries and was a resort destination of the nobles of Lombardy since the
16th Century.
Bellagio is known as “the Pearl of Lake Como.” It is revered worldwide for its exquisite and colorful villas overlooking
the water. But Bellagio also boasts quaint and
charming cobbled lanes, small yet charming alleys,
shops, boutiques and restaurants.
In the evening, we will take the ferry to Varenna to
enjoy a reception with a visit to a local weaving
expert and merchant in a very ancient and unique
building tucked in an alleyway. We’ll learn about
antique weavings from all over the world. Dinner
is on your own tonight in one of the eclectic and
marvelous restaurants in either Varenna or
Bellagio. Overnight at hotel in Bellagio. (Evening
wine reception; No meals included)

Thursday, May 12

Free Day to Explore Lake Como

Today is completely at your leisure to rest up from your travels and explore the
remarkable wonders of the historic villages lining the lake. The quaint shoreline
town of Varenna is considered by many to be the prettiest village on the lake. It is a
labyrinth of cobblestone walkways, pastel-colored houses, a tiny harbor, a ruined
castle and two villas. Tremezzo is home to 17th century Villa Carlotta while medieval
Mennagio boasts an elegant lake promenade. You may wish to buy a day pass for
the ferry that plies the waters of Lake Como, stopping on a whim at any or all of the
village along its route, hopping on and off as you please. No matter what you decide,
it is guaranteed to be a magical day. Tonight, we will enjoy dinner as a group at one
of the many fabulous restaurants (cost not included. Overnight at hotel in Bellagio.
(B, D)

Friday, May 13

Como, “The City of Silks”

Today we travel to the city of Como where its silk is legendary. After China and Japan,
Como is the world’s third largest producer of silk and has a glorious past in the textile
industry. It was Italy’s most important export in the 18th and 19th centuries. The industry
suffered much adversity including an epidemic that wiped out the Italian silk-moth and an
economic crash in 1855. Today, Como is still the most important producer of silk products.
We will visit Como’s Silk Museum which opened in 1990 and is dedicated to preserving the
rich history of the silk industry in Como. Located in the palazzo that houses the prestigious
School of Textiles, we will learn about the entire process of silk making in all its stages.
Beginning with the silkworms, then the spinning and dyeing process, the weaving and
printing techniques and finally the finished products. It will be a journey through the
incredible world of silk and the magic of an utterly unique fabric.
We’ll also visit Mantero Seta with its historic samples archive. We even must wear security
badges to enter! It contains over ten thousand volumes dating back to 1820. In their shop,
we can buy scarves, ties and other textiles at a fraction of the costs elsewhere.
The town of Como is interesting in and of itself with 12century city walls, a magnificent Duomo and Basilica and
a delightful historic center. We’ll investigate its magic
returning in the evening to charming Bellagio. Overnight
at hotel in Bellagio. (B)



Saturday, May 14
To Milan/ Flights Home

Loom Dancer Odysseys

This morning we will drive to Milan for flights home. Please be sure that
you do not schedule your flight until late afternoon at the earliest. (B)
**VERY IMPORTANT: Please note that the tour starts on the morning of April 28 and
you will need to be in Rome before this morning departure. You might consider arriving
a day or two early to rest. We have also arranged a pre-trip extension for a few days in
Rome, a legendary and historic mecca for food, art and unrivalled history. See following
page 19.

Land Costs Include:
▪

16 Nights’ accommodations- no large impersonal chain hotels!).
Single accommodations available at additional cost (see below)
Private tours and museum visits
4 Days of fiber arts workshops including all materials
Private mini-coach and local expert guide
Private visits and demonstrations with talented weavers,
spinners, and historic textile designers
Daily breakfast (B) and other meals as described, lunches (L), dinners (D)

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

does not believe in large group, bargain or
“ordinary” tours. Instead, we strive to
immerse the creative and adventurous
traveler into the wondrous world of
global fiber arts with quality cultural
encounters. Our typical group size is
limited to 12-20 participants to allow for a
more hands-on, intimate travel
experience.

We invite you to join us;
be a creative traveler, not a
tourist.



Land Costs Exclude:
▪
▪
▪

Any air transportation (we will be happy to make recommendations)
Meals not designated on the itinerary
Any item not specifically included in your program including all snacks, extra personal beverages & bottled
water, etc. other than during designated meals, alcoholic beverages
Excess baggage fees, laundry, and other items of a personal nature not specifically listed
Tips for your guide, drivers, hotel porters and other service staff
Additional insurance of any kind

▪
▪
▪

Cost

$5,495* Per Person Based on Double Occupancy; $5,195* Per Person for Non-Fiber artist

*Please be advised that this cost is subject to increase due to the rescheduling of the 2020and 2021 trips and currency fluctuations.

If you prefer a single room, there is a single supplement of $1,495** The number of Single Rooms is limited.

**Accommodations for this tour typically charge very close to the same rate whether there are one or two people sharing
the room. Thus, the Single Supplement is rather costly. Please contact us with any questions.

Save Your Spot!
Please call our office for details or questions!
800.369.3033 (from US Only) ~ 970.728.6743

PO Box 22128, Telluride, CO 81435 ~ loomdance@aol.com ~ www.loomdancerodysseys.com
800.369.3033 ~ 970.728.6743 ~ Fax 970.728.7081

An

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~
Optional Roman Holiday
Pre-Trip

Monday, April 25

Extension

April 25 – 28 2022
Spanish Steps, Iconic Fountains and Other Roman Highlights

In the afternoon, you will meet your private English- speaking driver and English-speaking guide and get ready to
discover the most important highlights of Rome. (You may wish to arrive in Rome a day early to rest before the tour
begins on April 25. We will happy to help you with arrangements). You will visit Piazza del Quirinale and the beautiful
Fontana dei Dioscuri, followed by a visit to Rome’s most renowned fountain: Fontana di Trevi, famous all over the world
and immortalized in various films. Here, you will be able to partake in the local legend: if you throw a coin into the water
from over your shoulder, then you are
certain to come back to Rome. From here,
you will head to the Spanish Steps and its
Barcaccia and then to Piazza del Pantheon,
also adorned with a magnificent fountain.
You’ll carry on to Piazza Navona, where you
will be able to admire three incredibly
famous fountains: Fontana del Moro,
Fontana del Nettuno and Fontana dei
Quattro Fiumi. By the end of this tour, you
will believe the English poet, Percy B.
Shelley, who wrote: “the fountains are
enough to justify a journey to Rome”. By
now, you will have worked up an appetite. We have made reservations for dinner in the lively Trastevere district (cost of
dinner not included). Here you will sample a menu carefully selected by the chef and comprising several dishes
prepared with the freshest ingredients of the traditional Italian cuisine. (Guided tour – 3 hours). After dinner you can
stroll around the lively streets of Trastevere before a transfer back to your 4-Star hotel. (B)

Tuesday, April 26

The Colosseum and Imperial Fora

After breakfast you meet your
English-speaking driver at the lobby
for direct transfer to the Ancient part
of the Eternal city: The Colosseum
and Imperial Fora. Built in 70 A.D.,
The Roman Colosseum is the most
famous monument to have survived
from the classical world. It was built
nearly two thousand years ago to host
violent gladiator games and allowed
more than 50,000 people to witness
its brutal, spectacles. The Colosseum
remained active for over 500 years
with the last recorded games in
history celebrated in the 6th century. Since then, the Colosseum has suffered
lootings, earthquakes and even bombings during World War Two. Demonstrating a
great survival instinct, the Colosseum was used for decades as a storehouse,
church, cemetery and even a castle for nobility. With direct access to this
remarkable landmark and no waiting in long lines; you will be awestruck even
before entering. Once inside, your personal guide will bring to life the ancient world
of the various emperors, noblemen, aristocrats, gladiators and wild beasts that
once populated this building. (Guided tour – 3 hours). The rest
of the afternoon is at your leisure to explore on your own. You
might wish to wander the picturesque Jewish Ghetto (traditional
name) and try the delicious carciofi alla Giudea (Jewish-style
artichokes). Overnight at your 4-Star Hotel. (B)

Wednesday, April 27

The Vatican and Sistine Chapel

This morning you tour through one of the world’s most cherished art collections. Visited
by over 5 million people every year, the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel play an
essential part in your Roman experience. Your qualified expert guide will lead you
through the centuries and highlight the masterpieces that no visitor to Rome should
ever miss. The treasure trove you see today originated over five hundred years ago as a
result of the humanist popes’ passion for accumulating and commissioning artworks.
Nestled among several marvels lies the world-famous Sistine chapel. You will be thrilled
to find yourself at the core of the Christian world as you admire Michelangelo’s
stunning frescoes among which are two of his most well-loved masterpieces: The Last
Judgement and the Creation of Adam. Finally, the guided tour will lead you to St.
Peter’s Basilica, where the impact of Michelangelo’s Pietà cannot fail to move, and the colossal dome to impress, every
visitor to the heart of the Roman Catholic Church (Guided tour – 4 hours). After the tour transfer back to your hotel. The
rest of the afternoon at your leisure to explore other sights that interest you. (B)

Thursday, April 28

Join Group Tour
Today you will meet up with the Group Tour and begin your
adventure into the magic of Italy! (B)

The Tour Includes:
▪
▪

▪
▪

▪

3 nights in a 4-Star boutique hotel, centrally located in Rome including breakfast daily
3 Half-day, privately guided tours of Rome’s
most significant sites; we will be driven
between the main sites rather than a
completely walking tour
Professional, private English-speaking guide
for all tours
English speaking driver and air-conditioned
luxury minivan in Rome for all tours and hotel
transfers (no airport transfer included on
May 30)
“Skip the line” entrance tickets for Vatican
Museums, Colosseum and Roman Forum in
Rome

Does Not Include:
▪
▪

Meals not mentioned in the program
Dinner in Rome (Trastevere)

Cost:**

Based on 7 travelers: $1,295 per person, double occupancy
Based on 10 travelers: $1,095 per person, double occupancy
Based on 12 travelers: $995 per person, double occupancy

**This cost is subject to change and availability until the we can confirm the actual number of travelers.
*Please be advised that this cost is subject to increase due to the rescheduling of the 2020 and 21 trips and currency fluctuations.

Please call us with any questions 1.800.369.3033 (US only); 970.728.6743

